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Introduction 
  
This book is a col lect ion of stories. They are al l  designed This book is a col lect ion of stories. They are al l  designed 
to expand the way you look at your worldto expand the way you look at your world   ––   your your 
pperspective.erspective.   

  

We al l  know about the three standard dimensions we l ive We al l  know about the three standard dimensions we l ive 
in in ——   height, width, and depth height, width, and depth ——   that forms our perspective that forms our perspective 
of the world. of the world.   

  

But did you know there are more than 3 dimensions? What But did you know there are more than 3 dimensions? What 
about t ime?about t ime?   Where does God l ive? Where does God l ive? He does not He does not l ive in l ive in thethe   
thrthree standard dimensions. Sometimes we can only see ee standard dimensions. Sometimes we can only see 
things from one perspective. These stories are designed to things from one perspective. These stories are designed to 
help you see from other perspectives. help you see from other perspectives.   

  

So enjoy reading So enjoy reading what what I call Faith Fiction. Enjoy!  
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White Warriors 
 
Day One --- Noon 
 
The black mountain rose out of the desert like an imposing eternal 
force.  There was nothing else on the landscape for hundreds of miles 
around. It rose 6,000 feet and was just as wide. Its sides were smooth 
and straight.  It was black and looked like darkened glass and the 
sides were smooth so that no one could have climbed it if they had 
desired too. It was made of natural materials but was an unnatural 
object. Earth had seen nothing else like it.  
 
If a human were to stand at the base of the mountain he would look 
straight up for over one mile up a wall exactly perpendicular to the 
earth. If that same human could have flown over it he would have 
realized there were 10 walls to the mountain forming the shape of a 
five star pentagram. 
 
The mountain had just been created and was still producing massive 
amounts of heat caused by its birth. No human had been around to 
see its creation in the middle of a desert where only a few lone plants 
and animals lived. It was a barren, forsaken place that no one wanted 
to be, with the exception of one person. 
 
Well, not exactly a person. 
 
He landed with a rage that drove off whatever small rodents and 
snakes were in the area. Any desert plants that had lived to see the 
mountain’s creation now died in his presence. All life for dozens of 
miles around died as he landed on top of the mountain. 
 
His rage mixed with pride and confidence permeated the air.  
 
“Come….,” he whispered. 
 
Half way around the earth his fellow beings heard a sound. 
 
“Come…,” he whispered louder. 
 
This time all of the beings heard clearly and turned their faces towards 
the desert mountain. 
 
“Come…,” he said normally. 
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The beings started moving away from their assignments around the 
globe excited but confused. Were they all being called together? This 
had never happened but once before many centuries ago. 
 
“Come…,” he spoke louder! 
 
From the top of the black mountain you could see specks of darkness 
approaching. 
 
“Come…,” he repeated louder! 
 
There was a band of blackness now several miles off but it started 
forming a circle around the mountain as they came. 
 
“Now,” He ordered! 
 
He watched as his fellow beings and servants filled the sky and the 
ground. The ones that could fly were so numerous they blotted out the 
sun’s rays. He watched the slower ones who came on foot cover the 
earth and black out the sand underneath. The blackness perfectly 
matched the color of the mountain. 
 
Millions of them gathered around the mountain and every one of them 
looked at him. Whether they were flying overhead looking down or on 
the ground looking up every one obediently looked at him with fear. 
 
He looked at them with great rage causing all to grow quiet. It was 
only the second time since their creation that they had all been quiet 
at once. 
 
 “This is where we make our stand,” he started, “this is where we seal 
our victory.”  
 
“We gained control over the earth 6,000 years ago and today we kill 
off it’s occupants. We will no longer control them we will kill them,” he 
roared as he lifted his fist high into the air. “This will be my throne!” 
 
It was as if lighting went through the air coursing through the veins of 
the millions of beings assembled. They screeched, yelled, screamed, 
danced, and every other victory movement possible. 
 
If the occupants or humans had been there to observe the scene fear 
would have caused total paralysis. The general on the mountain top 
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was giving his army a speech before going to war like no human army 
had ever seen. 
 
The general allowed his army to lose all self-control as they 
anticipated their great and final victory over the occupants. 
 
“The enemy has derisively called me Beelzebub - lord of the flies - for 
the last time. He shall now call me Lucifer – Light Bringer again!” 
 
The demons went berserk. Their pandemonium shook the ground like 
an earthquake. Evil rippled out from the mountain and was felt all 
across the earth. Psychics, fortune tellers, witches, and Spirit filled 
Christians felt the spiritual vibrations and wondered what was 
happening. 
 
“We have gathered here today to wage the last war we will ever have 
to fight.  After this victory the earth will be ours for eternity and this will 
be my throne. The throne that will be like God’s!” 
 
Chaos filled the demon ranks. They celebrated by fighting and hitting 
one another. True joy had left them centuries ago when they left the 
enemy’s throne room so their perversion drove them to hit, tear, and 
mutilate in order to release their emotions. Usually they would do this 
to humans but they only had each other to torment here in the desert. 
 
The devil spoke again, “the end of the age has come. The time the 
enemy’s book has been prophesying is here. I underestimated Jesus 
as a man and so he took the keys to death and to hell back from me 
after His resurrection and gave them to men but they were weak and 
powerless in knowing how to use it. Today we take the keys back!” 
 
A roar of victory was sent up from every mouth of the millions of 
demons. It’s declaration declared death to the earth to come. 
Tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, hurricanes, and flooding rippled around 
the globe causing devastation and death. The earth experienced pain 
never known it’s in history. Those with spiritual ears could hear the 
earth groaning with pain. 
 
“You know how to fight. You know how to follow my commands. The 
time is short now, only days away. When that time comes follow my 
commands to victory. Until then stay here and prepare yourself for 
war with your ancient enemies from the heavenlies. The angels of our 
old dictator will be here soon!” 
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The demons settled in and debauchery filled their ranks. Every 
imaginable sin, crime, and perversion filled the desert over the next 
few days. What they normally played out in humans they played out 
among themselves. Demons murdered each other only to have them 
never die because they are eternal beings. They committed every 
corrupt act possible towards themselves and others. The air was 
choked with darkness physically, soulishly, and spiritually. The earth 
had never before seen such pollution, even in Noah’s time. 
 
Day Four 
 
A white speck appeared on the horizon.  
 
The demonic sentries hardly noticed. They reported to Lucifer, “it’s 
just a human, nothing to worry about, a strange human, but still a 
human, no threat.” 
 
Lucifer with a voice that was as deep as the deepest bass able to be 
produced by instruments asked, “any sign of the angelic host yet?” 
 
“No.” 
 
“Why do you call the human strange?” 
 
“He or she, I can’t tell, is dressed all in white. She is riding a white 
horse but using no saddle or bit. Her hair is white and flows past her 
shoulders. She wears no other adornment or weapon.” 
 
“Is that all?” 
 
“The strangest thing is that her eyes are not quite normal, I can’t 
explain it. It’s almost like she has a light behind them.” 
 
“What is the human doing now?” 
 
“She came within three miles of the camp and just stopped. She is still 
sitting on her horse looking straight at us and not moving. When I flew 
over her during my observations she acted like I was not even there. I 
tried to distract and torment her but she ignored me. It was actually 
insulting.” 
 
“Man is insignificant, watch her, but I am not concerned.” 
 
Lucifer grumbled and dismissed the sentry. 
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Day Five 
 
More white specks appeared on the horizon. 
 
Lucifer roared at his sentries, “what is going on? It’s been four days 
since our arrival and all I have is a ring of humans dressed in white on 
white horses around me.” 
 
“We don’t know Master, this is not what we expected.” 
 
“How many of them are there?” 
 
“Hundreds of thousands. They are in a perfect circle one man or 
woman deep encircled around us.” 
 
“What are they saying or doing?” 
 
“They are all sitting on their horse in perfect formation. So perfect they 
are all looking in the same direction, the direction of your throne.” 
 
For the first time since their arrival Lucifer was getting nervous. 
 
The sentry continued, “the strange thing is they all look alike.” 
 
“What?” 
 
‘When you look at them closely you can see the usual human 
differences, but in many ways they all look alike, extremely beautiful, 
a strong countenance, intense resolve, extremely fit and strong. It’s 
strange. We have talked about it among the sentries and none of us 
have ever seen humans like this before. We are not sure where they 
came from.” 
 
Lucifer asked, “are you sure they are humans?” 
 
“Oh yes. They are still the frail beings we have deceived and 
tormented for centuries.” 
 
“They won’t be a problem then. Humans rarely are. Plus there are 150 
million of us. You’re dismissed.” 
 
Lucifer hid well his increasing nervousness. 
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Day Six 
 
“Report sentry.” 
 
“The numbers have grown significantly over the last two days. They 
have approximately matched our numbers.” 
 
“What are they doing?” 
 
“Nothing. They remain in perfect formation. Successive rows of 
humans on white horses have formed behind the first row that was 
formed yesterday. They are quiet. They are not moving, just looking 
up towards this throne. The lines of the white humans stretch 
backwards for 1 mile from the first row.” 
 
Lucifer’s frustration grew and his voice boomed out over the black 
mountain and into the desert, “Where is my enemy? Where is the 
angelic host? They defeated me once before and threw me out of 
heaven but this time I will win. Come fight me!” 
 
His outward bravado did not last long and internally he wondered if he 
had miscalculated the timing and the battle. “I was sure this was the 
time of the end of the age. But where is God and His angels,” he 
thought? 
 
The white rings of the humans in perfect formation were in sharp 
contrast to the black chaotic mess of the millions of demons gathered 
at the base of the mountain. The demons continued their grotesque 
bantering. The ground they had been on now for 6 days was a filthy 
refuse. But this didn’t seem to bother them but instead seemed to be 
their preference. 
 
But the demons were greatly agitated. They too had never seen 
anything like what was happening. While they were not afraid of 
humans, at least most of them, they were unnerved at the strange 
sight. Except for the occasional Christian who believed in deliverance 
they had had free rule over Christians since the Garden of Eden.   
 
Day Seven 
 
“Lucifer,” the sentry yelled! 
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The sentry didn’t wait for the proper acknowledgement before 
speaking, “The sun has risen and the white humans go on forever. 
We can not see the end of them!” 
 
Lucifer stood, the first time in 7 days, “Explain.” 
 
“During the night their numbers grew! There is an estimated 2 billion 
of them!” 
 
Lucifer yelled, “How can this be? 1/3 of the earth’s humans are here? 
At my throne?” 
 
“Yes my Lord.” 
 
Day Seven – High Noon 
 
A sonic boom echoed over the landscape. A few seconds passed 
before Lucifer realized what it was. Hundreds of millions of the white 
warriors spoke as one, “we are from South America and we are here 
to reclaim it.”  
 
For the first time in 7 days fear entered the camp of demons. Agitation 
was already high but now fear swept through their putrid bodies. 
 
Hundreds of millions of another group of white warriors, spoke quietly 
but firmly, “We are from Asia and we are here to reclaim it.” 
 
This time Lucifer’s throne shook on top of the black rock. The demons 
on the ground felt the earth tremble and were visibly shaken by the 
power of the declaration rushing over them. 
 
The demons felt the next wave of power sweep over them even 
before they heard the words from hundreds of millions more, “We are 
from North America and we are here to reclaim it.” This time they 
were knocked to the ground as the sonic wave rolled over them. 
 
The speaking from the white warriors picked up cadence and if on cue 
the next wave said, “We are from Africa and we are here to reclaim it.” 
The energy and enthusiasm of the declaration rocked the demons 
flying overhead. 
 
“We are from the South Pacific and we are here to reclaim it.” 
 
They continued, “We are from Europe and we are here to reclaim it.”  
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“We are from the Middle East.” There was a pause. It seemed long 
but in actuality it was only a few seconds then a sound came forth that 
reverberated around the earth, “and we are here to reclaim it!” 
 
At that final proclamation every human stood straighter on the backs 
of the horses and they all took one step forward. The vibrations from 2 
billion humans and horses moving in perfect unison terrified the 
demonic forces.  
 
The humans looked with intensity at the demons that never wavered. 
They did not know what to do. “Where did these humans come from, “ 
they wondered. They were use to always having their way with 
humans and could intimidate or trick them into anything. These 
humans not only looked straight into their eyes with no fear but they 
did it with an intensity that intimidated them. 
 
For the next few seconds the humans all looked in the same direction 
– the direction of Satan’s throne. They then as one looked down at the 
demons gathered around the base of the black rock. They then looked 
up together into the sky at the demons flying overhead. They finally 
looked straight at Lucifer and the intensity in their eyes made it seem 
like fire was raging in their breasts. 
 
At one time they opened their mouths and spoke together, straight 
into the heart of Lucifer, “Your time has come!” 
 
For the first time insight starting coming to the deceived Lucifer. He 
screamed, “The angels aren’t coming! This is a war between the Sons 
of God and us. This is a war between the rightful heirs of the earth 
and us!” 
 
He stood defiantly on top of the rock surveying the scene as more 
insight came to him. He knew this was the last stand, the end result of 
Jesus rising from the grave. He knew now the keys to death and hell 
had been given to man and they were here to use them. He realized 
the enemy was trying to win not using His creations from heaven but 
with His creations on earth. 
 
He always assumed his second battle with God would be like the first 
one. A battle fought with Him and his angels. He had never forgotten 
the humiliation of being kicked out of heaven and he lived to form his 
own heaven on earth that would rival God’s. He had always had his 
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eyes on the clouds above for these thousands of years looking for his 
enemy to come and displace him. 
 
He had thought two centuries ago when Jesus came in human form 
that it was going to be some new kind of attack disguised in human 
form to remove him but he was easily dealt with. Yes, Jesus did 
descend into hell and stole the keys to death and hell from him but 
that didn’t seem to matter much. 
 
Until now. 
 
The humans from all nations dressed in white shifted the positions of 
their hands. As they did, Lucifer heard a sound that terrified him. 
Instead of the movement of hands he heard a jingling – a jingling that 
sounded like keys moving around. 
 
He suddenly understood, the keys, the keys the had discounted, the 
keys he thought no one cared about were being jingled by the 
humans. They were here with the keys of authority and they were 
going to use them.  
 
He now understood the attack was never going to come from above. 
The words of Jesus ringed in his ears, “thy kingdom come, they will be 
done, on earth as it is in heaven.”  
 
“He is bringing the attack to me from within my own planet,” he 
whispered to himself. “He is trying to win through man. Just as he 
started this planet with man at the Garden of Eden he is going to bring 
it to conclusion with man.” 
 
As the revelation dawned on him and he realized how much he had 
misunderstood, defiance entered his heart. He looked slowly around 
at his demons who were terrified, confused, and looking for direction. 
He spoke with calmness and resolve knowing this was the last stand, 
It was not the battle he had anticipated with Cherubim, Seraphim, and 
angels like before. But he would change tactics and still overcome. He 
resolved in his heart what he would do. 
 
“Today we rid the earth of these humans forever!”  
 
The demons crawling below and flying above roared with false 
bravado inwardly hoping he was right. 
 
Lucifer yelled, “Kill them!” 
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As he said that and before the demons could react there was another 
metallic sound that filled the air. It was loud and sent shivers to their 
bones. They knew what it was without even looking, but they couldn’t 
keep from looking. As they turned from looking at Lucifer to the 2 
billion humans that surrounded them every one had their arm 
extended high over their head with a double edged sword in their 
hand. 
 
The sun gleamed off of 2 billion swords and blinded the demons. It lit 
up the black mountain and it’s habitants as if the sun had 
concentrated all of its energy at that one spot. Bewilderment swept 
through them as they tried to understand where the swords came 
from. They could not see, but if they could, they would have seen the 
words, “The Word of God” engraved in calligraphy in the language of 
each human holding it on the blade. 
 
Panic ensued among the demons. “Hold Still,” Lucifer’s General of the 
Army yelled! 
 
The General was big, really big. He was as tall as the humans were 
on their horses and as wide as a horse. He was extremely well built 
and athletic. His distinguishing characteristic was his two arms. Each 
arm was like a human arm, but where there should have been a hand 
was an enormous claw. Each claw looked more like a razor sharp 
dagger. With his size and hands like multiple swords he was a 
formidable enemy. 
 
As the demonic horde settled down and looked at the General he 
smiled, and then turned to face the warriors on the white horses. He 
paused and as he was about to say, “kill them,” the human warriors 
yelled in unison with their swords held high, “for the King and His 
kingdom! Destroy our ancient enemies!” 
 
With fire in their eyes the white warriors rushed the black demonic 
horde. The demons screamed with a mixture of blood lust and fear.  
When the two enemies met the sounds of sword against sword, fist 
against body, horses neighing, and screams filled the air.  Each 
human and demon in the desert was going to fight till one side won. 
There was no hope of compromise or peace. It was not in the demons 
nature to surrender, for what did they have to surrender to? Their 
future was either victory or hell. There was nothing in between. The 
white warriors were tired of being oppressed and ruled. They saw 
their future, and it didn’t include sharing the earth with the demonic 
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fallen. They had been in training for thousands of years in how to use 
their authority given to them and now was the time to get all authority 
back that Adam and Eve had given away. 
 
The warriors easily cut lower ranking demons to pieces. It usually only 
took one sword cut to remove their heads. The ranks of the demonic 
were quickly thinned out by the elimination of these lesser ranking 
demons.  
 
Now harder fighting would began. 
 
The higher ranking demons, the main principals, the regional 
commanders, the rulers of territories let their lower class brethren go 
first into battle. They stood idly by as their fellow demons were 
sacrificed by the millions. They didn’t care; it gave them time to 
evaluate the enemy. As the enemy was chopping lust, perversion, 
lying, addiction, and other common spirits to pieces they were forming 
a strong line around the base of the mountain. 
 
Within a few hours most of the common demons were dead. The 
white warriors and their horses were covered in blood that ran like a 
river underneath their feet, but everyone knew the easy part of the 
battle was over. The warriors stopped fighting and reformed their line. 
They allowed a gap of ½ a mile to form between them and the major 
demons that had firmed up their line of defense. 
 
The warriors paused. They seemed to be hearing something inside of 
them. All at once they all sat up straight on their horses and held their 
swords high again. It seemed like they were all receiving the same 
instructions but no outward voice was heard. Speaking as one they 
declared, “Spirits of Control, Spirits of Religion, Spirits of Poverty, 
Spirits of Idolatry, you territorial spirits that have ruled this earth we 
demand you step down or die. This earth can only tolerate one Spirit 
going forth and His name is the Holy Spirit!” 
 
The warriors yelled the words and their power swept like a windstorm 
over the desert towards the mountain. The words hit the line of 
demons with such authority it knocked them down and swept them 
back up against the bottom of the mountain. The demons flying 
overhead fell to the ground and the Devil who was standing at his 
throne was knocked off his feet.  
 
The blood soaked warriors charged across the open gap running over 
millions of demonic body parts. The mist of red that was stirred up as 
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they charged made it hard to see but they charged on in faith being 
internally guided by some supernatural sight. The demons who had 
been knocked down picked themselves up just in time as the two 
billion humans descended on them. 
 
The territorial spirits were strong, very strong; they had grown in 
power over the centuries since the Garden of Eden. They had honed 
their deceptive and manipulative techniques. They knew how to fight 
and keep control. Each of them had personally controlled and ruined 
millions of Christians.  Many cultures, churches, and groups had fallen 
to their rule. They were not going to be defeated with just a sword 
fight. The lower demons could be cast out with the sword but the 
territorial spirits had to be wrestled with in hand-to-hand combat and 
the sword. 
 
For five days 20-30 white warriors would each wrestle a demon 
principality while the devil looked on from his throne. As each demon 
fought he would try to divide and split his attackers, for only in unity 
and in combination with each other could he be destroyed. His tactics 
of division had been his number one weapon through out time. 
Whenever he was about to lose power he would get the humans to 
fight among themselves, which gave him time to regain his authority. 
But this time their agreement was not being broken. Something was 
driving them from the inside. Some agenda that could not be seen but 
only heard was leading them. They no longer seemed to care about 
their agendas anymore. No amount of diversions, distractions, or 
redirections could divide them.  The only verbal sounds being spoken 
from the white warriors were a single shout that was continually being 
yelled across the battlefield day and night. 
 
“The Lamb shall have the full reward of His suffering!” 
 
This phrase was repeated thousands of times over the five days. 
Every time it was spoken the demons would be consumed by fear. It 
reminded them of their defeat by Jesus centuries earlier. It reminded 
them of the prophecies from the enemy’s book that their end was not 
the rule of earth but the pits of hell. They couldn’t forget that Jesus did 
not just die for salvation of the humans but to restore them to the 
ability to once again be fruitful, increase in number, fill the earth, 
subdue it, and rule over every living creature.  
 
If the humans ruled then it meant they wouldn’t.  
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After five days the last territorial demon principality was bound. They 
could not be physically terminated only bound. As they lay on the 
ground they were also gagged because if they weren’t they would 
continue to hurl verbal trash at the warriors. They were defiant to the 
end, but in the end, they weren’t rulers anymore. They were in their 
proper place, under the feet of the Christians. 
 
The warriors regrouped back into formation. They were tired, covered 
in blood to the point that rarely was any white on their robes showing. 
But they stood strong with their faces resolute and looking forward. 
They knew the battle was not over. The hardest part was to come. 
 
In one motion all two billion humans looked upwards over a mile high 
towards the devil’s throne at the top of the mountain. They could hear 
the taunting of the devil, “you may have defeated my servants but you 
cannot defeat me! I am more powerful than all of you and nothing 
shall remove me from this throne.” His taunting continued for one hour 
as the white warriors just looked at him. The devil grew confident 
these humans could not defeat him so his taunting grew louder as his 
pride intertwined with his words. But their gaze grew more intense as 
they never let their focus waver.  
 
The warriors knew they could not climb the mountain because of the 
smooth vertical sides. They also knew they could not fly to the top. 
They knew victory would come but they were at an impasse at how to 
achieve it. But as they stayed in military formation they were not idle. 
Quietly all two billion humans were speaking the same words over 
and over again with intense desire. 
 
“The Spirit and the Bride say come.” 
 
As the words floated to his throne, fear entered the devil’s prideful 
heart and halted his verbal taunts. He now realized he was partially 
right about fighting forces from heaven.  
 
Boom! A powerful lighting bolt filled the desert sky. All eyes moved to 
the east where it came from. The sound was so loud it blew back the 
hair of the warriors standing in formation. The devil was knocked to 
the ground. Upon realization of what just happened a broad smile 
broke out on the warrior’s faces. They did not lose formation or 
military precision but it took all of their resolve to not do so. 
 
The lighting struck about a mile beyond the last ring of warriors.  Just 
as the lighting ended a white speck could be seen moving fast 
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towards the warriors. As it got closer everyone could see it was a man 
riding a large white horse. As He approached a passage opened up 
through the crowd of warriors straight towards the mountain’s base. 
He was regal wearing a golden crown and a white robe. As he 
approached the passage the 2 billion humans dismounted their 
horses and went to one knee with their head bowed down and swords 
sheathed.  
 
He rode through the open passageway passing through all two billion 
humans. As he did he recognized each one of them and repeated 
their name. Each man heard the kingly man repeat their name in their 
own language with an affection that filled their spirit with love. They 
wanted to reach up and gaze at Him riding through their ranks but 
they knew now was not the time for the battle was not yet over. 
 
As he rode up to the base of the mountain he stopped his fast moving 
horse and surveyed the bound and gagged territorial spirits. As his 
gaze locked eyes with each demon they screamed out with a pain that 
had not been heard for 2000 years. He slowly turned his horse around 
to face the two billion white warriors who were still on one knee with 
their heads bowed and swords sheathed. 
 
He quietly with great authority said, “I have come.” 
 
With that declaration the warriors did not stand up but jumped up. For 
a few minutes absolute pandemonium reigned. The warriors lost all 
self-control and battle formations as they hugged each other, shouted, 
cried, and yelled in victory. It had been twelve days since the first 
warrior appeared and they knew it was time for a new government.  
 
During this whole time the kingly man sat on his horse and smiled as 
he watched the excitement of the humans all around him. Eventually 
the celebration died down and they once again gained military 
discipline and reformed their battle formation. 
 
He spoke again, “well done thy good and faithful Bride.” 
 
All self-control was lost for a second time. Everyone started 
celebrating that the Bridegroom was finally among them. The king on 
the horse did not rush to regain battle positions but just enjoyed the 
warmth and love he felt coming from them. 
 
After a few more minutes he said, “It’s not time for the celebration 
banquet yet, but it will come. We first have to do one more thing.” With 
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that proclamation Jesus turned his horse around to face the mountain 
and every human present in the desert looked straight up at the 
devil’s throne. 
 
The black-hearted devil looked down. He was pale and tried to speak 
but couldn’t. He was right that he would have to fight a heavenly host. 
But he thought he would fight created angels. He knew he could 
defeat them because he was the greatest created angel.  But he knew 
that he could not defeat the man of heaven himself, the God man at 
the base of his mountain throne. He had tried to fight him centuries 
earlier in Jerusalem and had lost badly. Now this same man was on 
the earth again and he didn’t look like he was here to make a 
compromise. 
 
As the crowd gazed at the devil, he spoke with as strong a voice as 
he could muster, hoping his fear was not showing, “this is my 
mountain and I will not leave my throne!” 
 
Total silence filled the desert as all eyes now turned towards Jesus. 
He was at total peace. There was no anxiousness or stress in his 
demeanor. He slowly replied, “you speak correctly Beelzebub. You 
will not leave your throne. But you will come down.” 
 
At the prophetic declaration the mountain started shaking and began 
to sink towards the desert plain. The devil went berserk when he 
realized his throne was moving downwards towards Jesus. When half 
the mountain had disappeared into the earth he panicked and tried to 
leave his throne to get away from the approaching Bride and 
Bridegroom. But his feet would not leave their place. Something was 
holding him down. As the top of the mountain came flush with the 
earth it stopped moving and he was on the edge of insanity. He now 
stood only a few feet away from Jesus who was calmly looking him in 
the eye. 
 
As Jesus looked at the devil he said, “it has been prophesied my 
enemies are to be under my feet.” As he said this the mountain 
started moving again until it was about 10 feet below the surface of 
the desert. The devil could still not move but he continued to look up 
at Jesus as fear consumed his entire body. 
 
Jesus turned and spoke to his Bride, “pick up all of the demons still 
alive and throw them into the pit where the devil now stands.” The 
hands of the humans eagerly went about their task. Even though the 
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demons were struggling to avoid being moved the task was quickly 
done. 
 
Jesus then turned back to the devil who had demons piled high all 
around him. The pit was completely full of the once proud demonic 
principalities. He said, “I would say my enemies are now under my 
feet.” 
 
The two billion humans broke into an eruption of praise the earth had 
never seen before. They jumped up and down, hands were extended, 
songs of praise crossed their lips, eyes closed in adoration, and 
dancing filled the desert plain. While this was going on the demon 
onlookers watched with a crazed look in their eyes.  
 
As the revelry died down Jesus spoke again, “before we finish there 
are some friends of ours that want to join us.” Immediately, a bright 
light burst out of a doorway in the sky overhead. As the humans 
looked up they could temporarily see through the gates of heaven into 
the throne room. Just as they started to realize what was there the 
doorway was blocked by the sight of a multitude of angels crowding 
around the door looking towards earth. 
 
Jesus looked up and gave permission, “friends of the throne room and 
earth come and watch. You have been a part of this battle since the 
beginning. You have helped my bride succeed and for that I am 
grateful.” 
 
Hundreds of millions of angels spilled from the door and filled the air 
over the humans.  
 
“We are now ready to finish the end of the age,” Jesus said. 
 
The mountain platform began to sink again. As it fell the devil 
screamed knowing what was about to happen. As he was screaming 
hot lava spilled into the pit from the earth all around the platform but 
below the desert floor covering the devil and his demons. Their 
screams could be heard through the boiling lava. 
 
Jesus then repeated the Holy Scriptures for all to hear, “and the devil, 
who deceived them, was thrown into the lake of burning sulfur, where 
the beast and the false prophet had been thrown. They will be 
tormented day and night for ever and ever.” 
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The platform continued to sink downward until it was out of sight and 
the lava filed the whole pit to the brim of the desert floor. Somberness 
filled the plain. No one moved or spoke. Their thoughts were 
consumed with the total victory they had won and the total loss the 
once powerful demons were experiencing. 
 
Jesus then turned towards his Bride and looked at them. He looked 
upwards towards his angels. He then looked back toward his Bride 
and with a broad smile said, “let the wedding celebration begin!” 
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I Hate Their Guts! 
 
Lucifer defiantly screamed, “I will form my own kingdom! People and 
angels will bow down to me and not you! I will never bow down to 
anyone again!!!” 
 
The Creator of Lucifer responded with controlled force, “Your name 
shall no longer be called Lucifer which means the Shining One but 
Satan the Enemy.” 
 
“Your rebellious angels shall be called demons. Depart from Heaven! 
Be Gone! As you are go remember you will always have to bow down 
to me and wherever I am!” 
 
DATE: Pentecost, approximately 30 A.D.  
 
“King, King, King,” cried out Satan’s scout. “It’s happening again. It’s 
happening again!” Satan swiveled on his throne high in the earth’s 
atmosphere to receive the priority message. He took pride in his 
information gathering network. Almost instantly he was aware of all 
events on his planet - planet Earth. 
 
“God has returned! God has returned,” said the scout, trembling! 
“Slow down, you slimy, depraved scout. God has not shown His face 
on my earth for over 400 years. As a matter of fact, He has only been 
in one room of a tent or temple for the last 4000 years.”  
 
The scout responded, “but…but…but what about Jesus?” 
 
“Oh shut up. I took care of Him didn’t I?” 
 
“Yea, but He came out of the grave you put him in.” 
 
“Shut up!” 
 
Satan’s voice echoed throughout the chamber and the scout cowered 
in the corner. 
 
“We haven’t seen Jesus for many days. He’s gone for good! Things 
are back to the way they were before He came. Don’t mention His 
name again!” 
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The scout managed to reply feebly, “But I saw God on earth, Master.” 
 
Satan’s eyes betrayed fear rising up within him. He wasn’t as 
confident on the inside as he acted on the outside. Jesus’ presence 
on earth was still having an effect on him. After a few seconds he 
said, “He would never show up now. He wouldn’t dare. I control this 
planet, and I bow to no one on it!”  
 
The scout bowed low to the ground and responded, “I am telling the 
truth! God is here. He is inside of man this time, in Jerusalem!” 
 
The entire throne room of Satan panicked upon hearing the news. 
Demonic spirits normally strong and confident started shaking in 
remembrance of the past. Total chaos ensued as fear swept through 
the room. Even Satan flinched. 
 
Satan’s mind flashed back to the first occurrence when God 
fellowshipped with man. It was an awful and humbling experience 
seeing God walk and talk with Adam and Eve. He grimaced with pain 
at remembrance of this. 
 
Satan flew to Jerusalem. As he grew close to the city his ears heard a 
sound that sounded like a sound he only heard in God’s throne room. 
As he grew closer to the crowd of people he realized it was true. He 
had not heard these sounds since He was kicked out of heaven. He 
looked down and saw people speaking in what they called tongues. 
Anger boiled in him as he realized that these signs of God were on his 
planet! He had to destroy the leader Peter who was preaching. 
 
He flew towards Peter with the intention of killing him. When he got 
within 7 yards of Peter he saw something that he had never seen in 
his entire existence. He couldn’t believe what he was seeing. This 
was different than at Creation. He screamed with a fear that could be 
heard through the depths of hell. It was only the second time he had 
ever screamed with such fear. The first time was only a few days ago 
when He realized Jesus was no longer in the grave. He quickly 
stopped advancing towards Peter and hovered in the air just a few 
yards above Peter’s head. 
 
As Satan looked at Peter he couldn’t comprehend what he was 
seeing. He took a second look. It was undeniable. There He was. 
There was God Himself. There was God inside of Peter! His glory, 
power, and wisdom were right there. What is this? How come God is 
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inside of man? He thought, “this must be Jesus’ doing. It can’t be true. 
But it is.” 
 
“Noooooooo,” Satan screamed out! The entire spiritual world including 
both heaven and hell heard Satan’s cry. 
 
Satan panicked and was more determined than ever to kill Peter. He 
must kill Peter. He had to kill Peter. He didn’t understand what was 
going on and the threat had to be eliminated. He started charging 
once again at Peter. But as he charged the Presence of God inside of 
Peter swelled powerfully and radiated outward and burned his skin 
and blinded his eyes. He could get no closer and had to back away. 
 
Unknowing to Satan, as he advanced towards Peter, God spoke to 
Peter and told him Satan was attacking him. The anointing of God 
rose up inside of Him and he spoke to the invisible Satan, “I rebuke 
you in the name of Jesus! You must bow your knee and leave!”  
 
At these words, Satan was knocked out of the air and crumpled to the 
ground under the force of God. He defiantly looked up at Peter and 
spoke to his mind, “Who do you think I am! I do not obey weak human 
flesh!” Peter spoke again, “You must bow to the God who is inside of 
me. Be gone in Jesus’ name!” 
 
Satan was hit with a force like a great weight against his chest. He lay 
on the ground defeated before Peter. He could not advance any 
further and was losing ground every moment. He retreated to his 
throne room and as he left his mind was filled with confusion, shame, 
and humiliation. As he entered his throne room he suddenly realized 
there were others in Jerusalem filled with God.  
 
He quickly turned to the scout and demanded, “How many of them 
had God inside of them?” 
 
“120 your Master.” 
A thought so powerful entered his mind that Satan shook with fear. 
“What if this spreads? What if more humans get God inside of them? 
How does this happen? I must stop this!” 
 
A picture formed in his mind. “What if thousands, even millions, of 
humans start rebuking him and he is forced to hit the dirt every time?”  
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Satan yelled in anger, “I hate their guts! I will not bow to the God 
inside of them. This must stop! How dare they rebuke me and order 
me to leave! This is my planet! I am the ruler!”  
 
Thousands in the throne room heard what their Master said. All of 
them wondered if they would still rule. Just too much had happened in 
the last 50 days since Jesus’ crucifixion that they didn’t understand. 
 
A second scout from Jerusalem entered the throne room. All eyes 
turned to the small pitiful creature. 
 
Satan wearily turned his attention to the scout, “Yes?” 
 
The demon scout became greatly disturbed as thousands of eyes 
turned towards him. He had never had an audience like this and didn’t 
know how to act.” 
 
“Speak,” screamed Satan! 
 
The demon bowed low and without looking up at his master said, “I 
thought you might want to know that because of Peter’s preaching 
God now inhabits over 3000 humans.” 
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The Hindrance 
 
 
“But, Father, why are they struggling so?” 
 
This question to God reflected the confusion that was in my mind. I 
was deeply concerned about a fellow brother in the Lord who never 
seemed to have any victory in his Christianity. His prayers weren’t 
being answered and he seemed to be going backwards. 
 
“Father,” the conversation began again, “I’ve talked with him at length, 
but we can’t seem to nail down the problem. Please give me insight to 
help him.” 
 
“Son,” God responded. 
 
“Yes, Lord,” I answered?  
 
At that same moment, my spiritual eyes were opened by God’s power. 
I could see beyond things that were just physical matter. 
 
“Son, do you see that black dot about the size of a quarter on your 
friend’s spirit? Look closely,” He said. 
 
“Yes, Lord, what is it?” 
 
“Son, that black dot was only the size of a pin head two years ago,” 
He replied. 
The black spot was already obstructing a sizeable amount of light 
emanating from his spirit. My mind raced as I thought what might 
happen if the spot kept growing. 
 
“God, you must do something,” I shouted!  
 
God was silent. 
 
“Father, please don’t consider me brazen, but help him!”  
 
The quiet interlude was only a few seconds, but it seemed like 
minutes. It was broken by a tear falling on my arm. 
 
“Son,” the Father’s voice was choked with tears and He spoke slowly, 
“I can’t do anything—it’s beyond my power. That black spot on your 
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brother’s heart was initiated by another Christian. He treated your 
brother in a mean and cold way. He did not deserve or ask for such 
treatment. He was an innocent bystander. But that event caused your 
brother to lose finances and his respect in the church. To this day, 
your friend has harbored that event in his spirit, and refused to deal 
with it. That spot is called bitterness. Bitterness caused by 
unforgiveness.  He is being defiled by his unforgiveness which is 
slowly choking out his spirit.” 
 
I asked, “But why can’t you remove it? I thought you were all 
powerful!” 
 
God patiently answered, “If I could, I would. But I can only heal when 
man releases his hurts and unforgiveness to me. Man is often slow to 
do this when the pain that comes his way is not of his own doing.” 
 
I asked, “Do I have unforgiveness in my heart?” 
 
The Father replied with 3 questions.  
 
“Are there places and things that cause me to feel pain all over 
again?” 
 
“Do I find myself staying away from certain people or types of 
people?” 
 
“Do I have a habit of always bringing up a particular event in my life 
when I was treated unfairly?” 
 
He continued, “If you answer yes to any of these questions then you 
might have your own black spots that need to be taken to the cross for 
healing and forgiveness.” 
 
Our conversation ended and I went into introspection. 
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Stop Them! Now! 
 
 
“Bring him in.” 
 
The guards at the door were about 5 feet high and 4 feet wide. They 
looked like boulders. They were all muscle, grey, and covered with 
hair. There were no discernible features on their heads. If they had 
eyes, mouth, or a nose, it was not obvious.  
 
The guards came dragging Hectarus into the throne room. Each of his 
wrists were held tightly by one of the guards and he was drug face 
down.  As they drug him the guards’ free hands were whipping barbed 
wire across Hectarus’ back. 
 
Hectarus screamed in pain as he was thrown at the feet of Lord Baal 
into a crumpled hysterical bleeding mess. 
 
Lord Baal stood. 
 
The guards left the room in terror because Baal almost never stood. 
This was not a good omen. 
 
"Hectarus the temperature is still rising!” As Baal spoke, his anger 
filled every cell of Hectarus’ body. His anger then changed to hatred 
and the room started vibrating with the intensity of his emotions. 
 
“Last time you were here, I told you to stop that group of people on 
earth from following after the enemy  Jesus. It has been 7 months and 
the spiritual temperature has not returned to freezing, instead it has 
risen by 3 degrees. Why have you not stopped them from pursuing 
God?” 
 
Baal stepped on Hectarus’ head and ground it into the floor. Hectarus’ 
nearly passed out from the pain. 
 
“Explain yourself!” 
 
Through broken teeth, blood pouring out of his mouth and ears, 
Hectarus mumbled, “Lord Baal, I have been executing attacks against 
them but it is not working.” 
 
“I don’t believe you. What have you done?” 
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Hectarus could hardly speak. As he was trying to form the words Lord 
Baal spoke, “The first step is division. Division is always our first 
attack. That’s what you attacked with isn’t it? How come that didn’t 
work?” 
 
Hectarus, managed to look up towards Baal and spoke, “We did that. 
We successfully got people to divide the group. They even did it 
claiming they were doing God’s work.” 
 
 “Then?” 
 
“It was successful. 50% of the people were scattered. It should have 
stopped their seeking God. But there was a group who refused to be 
moved by division. I have seen it before but it has been rare. So, we 
quickly moved to the next step of destroying their reputation. That was 
also successful. We spread rumors that they are controlling, too 
intense, and unbalanced. But they still would not move off of their 
pursuit of God. The angels that were being released by their 
intercession are devastating to us.” 
 
Baal shifted his posture and his agitation at the situation was showing. 
“Hectarus, you are one of my top leaders. I don’t want to annihilate 
you but your time is running out.”  
 
Lord Baal stepped on the back of his leader bending it in ways it was 
not made to bend. Hectarus’ scream filled the room.  
 
Hectarus’ continued when he got his breath, “We took away 1/3 of the 
church’s income and people’s jobs. It forced a total reevaluation of 
their finances.” 
 
Hectarus knew Baal was waiting for his next sentence, but he didn’t 
know how to say it, so he just didn’t say anything.  
 
Baal’s foot ground Hectarus’ knee cap into the hard floor. Hectarus 
screamed out, “They still wouldn’t stop. They would not be moved by 
finances. Their pursuit of God barely even wavered. They even 
seemed to become more determined!” 
 
Lord Baal sat down. Hectarus writhed about on the floor. The guards 
reentered the room. 
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Lord Baal was in deep thought. He knew that rarely in human history 
did humans not move from their pursuit of God when division came, 
reputations were destroyed, and money was removed. 
 
The guards jerked Hectarus up on his knees to face Lord Baal.  
 
“We started tormenting them every night for 2-3 hours. At 3am, we 
bombarded their minds with fear of losing everything, of being a 
failure, of absolute poverty if they continued. We robbed them of sleep 
and hope.” 
 
Hectarus started whimpering. Through his sobs he said reluctantly, 
“we invaded their sleep, their dreams, but they still would not back 
down. They simply would not be moved long by our voices.” 
 
Lord Baal was somber. His anger seemed to subside. In fact, it 
seemed for a brief moment of time that fear was seen in his eyes. He 
said, “Did you bring sickness and physical oppression on them?” 
 
“Of course, your Lord. We unleashed cancer and other sicknesses.”  
 
Fear filled Hectarus. He knew what was going to happen next. He 
knew that he had failed. He knew that he had done everything he 
knew to do but it still did not work. He knew he was going to be sent to 
hell early. 
 
Hectarus stuttered, “They still refused to be moved. They would not 
stop seeking after God. They would not be moved unless God spoke 
to them.” He moaned, “Lord Baal, we have no way to fight against 
people who are only moved by the voice of God and not by 
circumstances.” 
 
Lord Baal stood up and his hand swept over Hectarus and he 
vanished from the room.  
 
Lord Baal, sat down, and pondered the question he had pondered for 
6,000 years since man was created, “how do you stop someone who 
is only moved by one thing – the voice of God?” 
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Reading of the Books 
 
 

“For we shall all stand before the judgment seat of God…So then 
each one of us shall give account of himself to God.”  

Romans 14:10-12 
 

The pain in his body was growing worse by the hour. The medicine 
the physicians had given him for pain wasn’t working anymore.  Brian 
knew his time on earth was over. Finally, after a fitful night’s sleep 
with his loved ones all around him he died at 4am on a Tuesday 
morning at the age of 78. 
 
DECADES LATER  
 
A booming voice read out the next name in the books, “Brian Isaac 
Sanders, it’s your time, come forward.”  
 
The voice seemed to come from nowhere and everywhere at the 
same time. With trepidation Brian walked forward to stand in front of 
the throne of God. Jesus then stood up from His throne where He had 
been sitting. Instantly, Brian was back in his home where he had lived 
most of his adult life and died. It took him a few seconds to realize that 
his judgment was going to be at the scene where he lived his life.  
 
Jesus was standing beside him in his home and spoke, “Now if any 
man builds upon the foundation of me with gold, silver, precious 
stones, wood, hay, or straw each man’s work will become evident; for 
the day will show it because it is to be revealed with fire; and the fire 
itself will test the quality of each man’s work. If any man’s work which 
he has built upon it remains, he shall receive a reward.1” Then in a 
comforting, but authoritative voice, He said, “today is your day Brian”. 
 
Without warning, his engineering diploma from Stanford University 
that was hanging on the living room wall burst into flames. The wall 
was bare except for a nail hole where the diploma once hung and a 
small pile of ashes laid on the floor beneath.  
 
Brian’s eyes grew big and he was speechless. A few seconds later he 
turned to Jesus and quietly asked, “A pile of ashes? I don’t 
understand. Why? I remember clearly you telling me to go into 
engineering as a career.” 
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Jesus’ return gaze to Brian was filled with compassion as if it was His 
diploma that had been burnt up, “you heard correctly my son.” 
 
Brian said, “What?” 
 
 “You did not ask me what school to attend.” 
 
Their eyes were still locked on each other. Jesus’ was filled with love 
and Brian’s with questions, “But I picked Stanford because it is one of 
the best engineering schools in the nation.” 
 
“You speak honestly. But I wanted you to go to Purdue. You never 
asked me.” 
 
Jesus continued looking at Brian, but Brian could no longer hold the 
gaze of love. Instead, he looked down at his feet as he recognized 
what was being told him was true. 
 
“I blessed your time at Stanford because I love you but there was a 
Christian ministry at Purdue that needed your influence. You were 
going to become the student leader and change its direction. That 
ministry died three years later because you weren’t there.” 
 
Brian couldn’t talk as the enormity of what he had done – or actually 
hadn’t done – and the effect that it caused on the earth. 
 
Suddenly, Brian was surrounded by flames as his house burst into 
flames. In a matter of mere seconds, He was standing in his yard with 
no house and only ashes around his feet.  
 
The shock was almost too much.  
“Jesus, it can’t be so. In that house we held a weekly Bible study for 
years and many people were saved,” Brian said. 
 
“Yes, and you will get rewards for that,” Jesus said with tears in His 
eyes.  
 
Jesus’ mouth didn’t move this time but the following words coursed 
like lighting through his mind, ”But wait until the Lord comes who will 
both bring to light the things hidden in the darkness and disclose the 
motives of men’s hearts.2” 
 
Jesus with mercy spoke, “You picked that neighborhood and house 
because it said to your friends that you were successful. You never 
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asked me what I wanted you to live. I was actually going to allow you 
to build an even nicer house but in a different part of town. There was 
a neighbor there who was supposed to hear the Gospel through you.  
They went their whole life apart from me and then at the last moment 
before their death they got saved through an obedient servant who 
listened to my voice.” 
 
Brian wept uncontrollably as accomplishment after accomplishment 
turned to ashes around him. He realized that he had done so much 
that seemed right to his own mind and assumed that God approved. 
Some of the things were even what God would have told him to do 
anyway, but since he did not ask God they became his works and 
burned up. 
 
Brian looked around the ruins. Out of the corner of his eye a gleaming 
object flashed. He ran to it expectantly and found a pure gold nugget. 
He turned it around in his hand and read the inscription – PROJECT 
NO. 142, 10/14/1988 THROUGH 06/27/1990. It took Brian a few 
seconds to remember what this was in reference to. 
 
The Lord answered the questions in Brian’s mind before he asked 
them, “That project for your company was stressful. All through the 
project you asked me for wisdom and relied on me instead of your 
natural abilities. I partnered with your natural abilities and gave you 
divine insight as to what to do. That is why you are holding the piece 
of gold in your hand. Congratulations.” 
 
“But Lord, there are so few gold nuggets in this ash pile.” 
 
Jesus’ words coursed through his mind and went to every cell in his 
body, “All the ways of a man are pure in his own eyes, but the Lord 
weighs the spirits – the thoughts and intents of the heart. Roll your 
works upon the Lord – commit and trust them wholly to Him; He will 
cause your thoughts to become agreeable to His will, and so shall 
your plans be established and succeed.”3 
 
“Next,” came the booming voice. 
 
1 1 Corinthians 3:12-14 – paraphrased 
2 1 Corinthians 4:5 
3 Proverbs 16:2-3 (Amplified) 
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Zombies Everywhere 
  
 
They are everywhere. Their eyes are sunk into their heads. Dirty 
ragged clothes barely cover body parts. Groaning is the only sound 
escaping from their mouths. The clanking of chains fills the air.  
 
It had been a week since I prayed the prayer, the prayer that changed 
everything. I really regret that I prayed it. 
 
I am going to use the word zombies, but technically they aren't. 
Zombies are dead people that come back to haunt the living. These 
are living people that are acting like the dead. 
  
They fill the malls, stores, neighborhoods, work places. There are so 
many of them that people don't even pay attention to them any more. 
They are just...there. I don't know if I can ever get to use to their 
presence. 
  
In one way I was glad that I prayed what I did. But how did I know that 
praying, "Lord, open my eyes that I may see like you" would cause my 
physical eyes to open to the spiritual? In retrospect, I realized what a 
dangerous thing I had asked.  
 
My prayer was 1 week ago and I am still not used to seeing things as 
God sees them. I wonder if my vision will ever return to 'normal'. 
Seeing the spiritual at the same time as the physical is unnerving. I 
realize now that I liked living in the illusion that the physical was all 
there was. 
 
I can always tell when a zombie is near by because the chains they 
wear hit against their bodies giving their presence away. It also took 
me several days to realize that there are two kinds of zombies 
roaming the city. 
 
It is based on color. The first group I noticed had black chains. 
  
It is so strange to watch a zombie walk confidently through a crowd 
thinking they are the 'stuff' with the latest clothes, insights, and 
thought when in spiritual reality they are dirty, smelly, and the clanging 
of their chains drowns out their voice. I have started avoiding crowds 
because I can't handle the two different images between the physical 
and spiritual reality. 
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Some people's chains have just a few links while others are so 
weighed down they are bent over and can't walk straight. Of course, I 
am talking about they way they walk in the spirit realm. But if you look 
closely, you will notice that their natural demeanor is also worn out 
and tired. I think if they could see why they are so tired they would 
want to be free.  
When I started to seeing differently I asked God, "What are the 
chains?" 
  
"I have come to bring life," He replied. 
  
"I don't understand." 
  
"Anything done apart from me brings bondage that leads to death." 
  
"I still don't understand." 
  
"Whenever you make a decision it comes from one of 3 sources. All 
decisions originate from people, the Devil, or Me. When you make a 
decision you draw from the source of that decision. I am the only one 
of the 3 sources that brings life. The other 2 sources bring bondage 
and a slow death. Every link in the chain represents a decision point 
where either they chose their way or the enemy's." 
  
"Won't people want the chains removed once they feel the weight of 
their decision?" 
  
"No. They are so deceived they do not see the connection. The 
enemy tells them that freedom is making their own choices instead of 
choosing My choices. They see the chain links as rights they take 
pride in instead of bondages that are killing them." 
  
I didn't fully understand but I slowly started to realize that following 
any plan for our life except God’s produces bondage. 
  
The second group of zombies had polished chains.  
 
"Lord, why are some of the chains shiny and polished?" 
 
I had noticed that this group of zombies' clothes were also torn and 
smelly but at one time had been all white. They also wore chains of 
varying lengths.  
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"Death is death," spoke the Lord, "but the second of zombies are 
dying with a different bondage. Notice how the people continually 
polish their chains"  
  
I was totally confused. 
  
"The second group is proud of their chains too. They don't realize the 
chains are killing them either. They think they bring life. That is why 
they are being continually polished. Those among them with the most 
chains is honored and revered as the most spiritual. That person then 
shares with others how to get more links in their chains. Look closely 
at their faces." 
  
"Lord, they look like you!" 
  
"They are my sons and daughters." 
  
"What?" 
  
"My sons and daughters have exchanged their garments of sin and 
death for my garments of righteousness. When they did the black 
chains of bondage fell off. Over time, they exchanged their new found 
freedom and movement for another set of chains." 
  
"Why? Where did this second set of chains come from?"  
  
"They got them in church." 
  
The confused look on my face gave away my cluelessness. 
  
"My shepherds gave them the chains and said they were from me. 
They were told that the chains would bind them to me and show their 
devotion." 
  
"Huh?" 
  
"They do not realize that they are bound to me by love and not effort. 
Every time they try to do my work or get my approval from what they 
do another link in the chain is formed. They then celebrate what 'God' 
has done in testimony time." 
  
I was staggered. It made me look at myself. For the first time since the 
prayer my eyes were opened towards me. I realized I was wearing 
chain links I had never seen before. I understood this was why God 
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had opened my spiritual eyes; it was for me to see my own polished 
chains. 
  
I cried out, "My eyes are opened. I see my bondage with all of its 
focus on rules and doing for acceptance. Give me the courage to 
break them!" 
  

Matthew 11:30 For my yoke is easy and my burden is light. 
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A Trip to The Throne 
 
 
"Will Grandpa die today, Mommy?" 
 
In another State a very old woman started crying uncontrollably as the 
heart monitor went flat line. Her mate, Frank, of 65 years was dead. 
 
"Yes, dear, we expect your Grandpa to die today," answered the 
young mother holding back tears thinking of her own father's death. 
"He lived a long good life though. He was 86 years old last week." 
 
In another dimension voices were heard, "Quick, open the gates. 
Here comes an angelic escort with a new soul!"  
 
The gates quickly swung open and two beings appeared out of the 
stars1. 
 
The 12 foot tall angel standing by the gate said to the individual being 
escorted by an angel, "Welcome! Don't be startled but do be amazed! 
Your questions will be answered eventually. Escort, the Master has 
said to take Frank straight to the throne room. It's time for him to meet 
his Lord." 
 
Frank was indeed amazed as he found himself whisked through the 
streets of heaven. They were following a river so clear it looked like 
crystal2. But it was not like any water on earth. It was alive. It had its 
own light and pulsated with energy like organic beings. It glowed 
with...there was no way to describe it...aliveness. He felt if he could 
swim in it he would never have need of anything3. He wished he had 
more time to observe all that was around him but they were quickly 
flying over everything. 
 
The wind blew against him strongly as they flew into the most 
magnificent building he had ever seen. It was strange, but the wind 
did not prevent him from moving forward. No, it was more of an 
indication that they were coming into a different atmosphere. 
 
Frank heard his angelic escort gasp. Even the escort who had been 
here innumerable times was overwhelmed at how glorious the 
atmosphere was in the throne room. 
 
Frank then realized where he was. If he had not had a new body, the 
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glory in the place would have killed him. It was power and aliveness 
everywhere. The light was immeasurable. It was not like light on 
earth. It was pure. So pure you could almost see the individual 
photons. When the light hit your body you glowed and felt new 
strength. It was alive. 
 
As Frank starting adjusting to the light he realized he was on the outer 
edges of a mass throng of people made up of all nations and 
languages. There were easily over 100 million people in this building 
in the most incredible sight he had ever seen4.  
 
Interspersed between the people were myriads of angels and various 
creatures whose beauty was indescribable.  
 
At the center of the chamber, no, it was the center of the universe, 
were two high thrones5. The crystal river that he had seen earlier was 
originating from under the thrones. He realized that on the left was 
Jesus who was wearing a robe of white that matched His hair. The 
robe filled the chamber. His throne was on fire with flames and a 
rainbow arched over it6. 
 
Frank immediately fell prostrate on the floor. As he did he realized his 
escort was already there. 
 
On the right was the throne of the Father. It glowed like a sapphire 
stone on fire7. The Holy Spirit in all seven manifestations was before 
the throne too.   
 
Then he heard The Voice. "Welcome, I have been waiting to meet you 
face to face for 86 years." 
 
Frank was glued to the floor. The Voice penetrated every cell of his 
body. It was alive. The Voice was not just mere air waves moving 
through the atmosphere but organic with love as its life energy. He 
started crying with joy. He was happier and felt more loved than he 
ever thought possible. 
 
A few hours later he looked up from his prostrate position and saw 
spirits entering the throne room. They were coming in through the 
same door he had entered. They looked like humans but did not have 
bodies like his. He watched as the spirits, first one, then hundreds, 
then thousands, moved to the front near the thrones and started 
singing the most beautiful song he had ever heard. He noticed that 
they were the only people in the throne room without bodies. 
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He turned to his escort and asked, "Who are these people? Some of 
them remind me of friends back on earth." 
 
Just then The Voice spoke to the newly arrived spirits, "Welcome, it's 
so good to meet you face to face again." 
 
"Some of them are your friends," responded the escort. 
 
Frank was bewildered, "did they just die? Why do they not have a 
resurrected body like me? They seem so at home here and worship 
God just like us." 
 
The escort looked at Frank with compassion, "No, they are not dead." 
He paused, and then continued, "They are the spirits of Christians 
who have learned to worship God while on earth and they meet Him 
face to face before they die." 
 

John 4:23a Yet a time is coming and has now come when the true 
worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth... 

 
1 Isaiah 14:13-14 
2 Revelation 22:1 
3 Ezekiel 47:1ff 
4 Revelation 7:9; 5:11 
5 Isaiah 6:1 
6 Daniel 7:9; Revelation 4:3 
7 Ezekiel 1:26 
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Spiritual Ice Age 
 
 
"Hectarus come here now," ordered Lord Baal! 
 
Hectarus approached the throne with much fear. He wasn't often 
called into the throne room and when he was it never went well. No 
one ever had a pleasant experience there. 
 
"Yes, my Lord," replied Hectarus. Bowing low to the ground he asked, 
"How may I serve you?" 
 
"What took you so long to get here?" 
 
"I came as fast as I could fly my Lord. It takes a few seconds to come 
from half way around the world," He replied. 
 
"Don't be sarcastic with me," Lord Baal screamed as his fist landed on 
Hectarus' face. 
 
Baal yelled with rage, "the temperature is rising in your assigned 
geographical region. Whyyyyy??" 
 
The floor was growing wet from the perspiration drops falling from 
Hectarus' brow. Tension, anxiety, fear, and a sulfur smell filled the 
room. He knew as regional prince he had a problem. He now knew 
that his lord also knew. He had thought he had managed to hide the 
problem from the lord's spies. He now wasn't sure about how to 
respond without being broken into many pieces. 
 
Hectarus remembered that it was only a few years ago that he was 
assigned this position. Whether or not he stayed on - or even stayed 
alive - depended on him keeping the spiritual temperature of the 
region to below freezing. His current position was one many other 
princes were vying to get. It was probably one of them who gave the 
bad news to the king. 
 
Hectarus knew where the heat was coming from but didn't want to 
answer.  
 
"Lord, we have everything under control. The spiritual glacier over the 
region is not threatened at all. It’s only a minor temperature variation. 
Our ice units are all over the region. The temperature will not get 
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above freezing," Hectarus replied shaking visibly. He knew this was a 
weak answer and wouldn't be accepted. 
 
King Satan roared with rage, "that area has been in a spiritual ice age 
for over a century and only on your watch have there been these heat 
ups, 3 of them to be exact in less than 5 years!"  
 
Satan stood up and ordered his guards to start torturing the prince to 
the point of almost losing consciousness.  
 
Satan continued, "tell me what is the problem and what are you going 
to do about it or else I will really send you to hell early! I should have 
sent you to hell permanently last time instead of letting you out after a 
few years." 
 
Not wanting to look out of control, Hectarus continued to downplay the 
problem, "Your almighty, it's only a little church of no significance. We 
will have them subdued soon. They only doing a little thing with some 
youth, it won’t go anywhere. " 
 
Hectarus reeled backwards from the king's slap across his face. The 
pain was unbelievable and parts of his insides were spread out across 
the whole throne room. The king roared, "How did you ever get out of 
bondage school with thoughts like that! Bondage 101 teaches that our 
coldness is not undone by numbers but by the presence of God. I 
ought to kill you now! You have allowed the presence of God to enter 
the glacier!" 
 
Hectarus could hardly talk now because of the pain. "Don't worry my 
Lord. We will do what we did in that region before. It will reduce the 
heat back to frozen. It always works. Our ice units are on it as we 
speak. We are executing basic bondage maneuver 101 now - "Attack 
the Enemy's Unity on Two Fronts".  
 
“We are trying to get them to focus on the problems in others and 
cause a divide. We are also working on stopping their intimacy in 
intercession with the enemy king. Don't worry, they will lose their unity 
both ways soon and the cold temperature will be restored.” 
 
To the relief of Hectarus, the king sat down. He looked straight into 
Hectarus eyes. The evil coming Lord Baal was more than he could 
handle. The king in a low voice simply said, "If this doesn't work then 
you will be the one that burns. Now go." 
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As Hectarus crawled out of the throne room, his malevolent lord 
asked one more question, "What do they call this little youth 
program?" 
 
Hectarus became pale - or at least as pale as a dark demon could. He 
spoke softly over his shoulder leaving as quickly as he could go, 
because he didn't want to hear the response, "Furnace." 
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The Pain Hurts So Much? 
 
 
Ziiinnngggg!  
 
It was so close that Roger could hear it. His hair stood on end as the 
bullet flew by his head and lodged in the wall behind him. He deftly 
moved to his right and shot back at his opponent with the intention of 
maiming. His shot went wide of its target. Roger then swung around 
and instead of escaping the shoot out, he unwittingly walked into his 
opponent’s line of sight. As soon as he realized what happened it was 
too late. A bullet caught him in the left shoulder. He looked down and 
saw the bullet’s effect on his coat where a small, insignificant hole 
appeared. A bystander would not have noticed the hole unless they 
saw the black gunpowder ring around it. But the bullet had found its 
target.  
 
Roger fell to the floor and in his fall landed on his wounded shoulder. 
The pain was excruciating. Every nerve in his body cried out for relief. 
He felt like a red hot iron had been stuck into his body. 
 
There was no time for “licking his wounds”. He was on the defensive 
and needed to turn the tables to survive. Another direct hit and his life 
would be over. He rolled over on the floor several times to get out of 
the line of fire. Somehow he found the strength to rise to his feet and 
emptied his pistol’s cartridge in the direction of his adversary. He 
quickly hid behind a wall to avoid return fire. 
 
After a few seconds Roger knew he now had the advantage. No 
return fire came, only human groans that indicated his enemy was in 
severe pain. With the upper hand, Roger pressed in to make the most 
of his advantage. In a full frontal attack, with screams and yelling, he 
rounded the corner and finished off his assailant.  
 
He would live, but his opponent was dead. As Roger soothed his 
pains, his heart grew despondent and desperate. He realized he had 
just killed his wife. 
 

-------------------------- 
 
The battle that was just described happened in Roger’s living room. 
There were not real bullets flying but they felt like ones. Roger and his 
wife had been shooting hurtful words at each other hoping to destroy 
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the other. Roger did not physically kill his wife but he did kill her spirit 
and soul.  
 
The battle that Roger and his wife took part in happens every day as 
marriage partners who were once intimate lovers wound each other 
with their words. The words go deep and can cause more damage 
than physical bullets. The words we speak can burn others souls.  
 
Ever been in a deadly battle like this? 
 
Often the battle of words elevate into yelling as each partner becomes 
determined to deliver the last bullet. Insults and emotional jabs 
continue until one person gets the upper hand. No matter who gets 
the last word both sides end up in emotional and spiritual intensive 
care with the losing partner going down for the final count. 
 
How do we stop the massacre? It stops when one person stops 
shooting.  
 
If one partner will return a soft answer, or even nothing at all, instead 
of shooting words, the way of peace can begin (Proverbs 15:1).  
 
Hard? Absolutely! 
 
Impossible? Close to it, but not impossible. 
 
When you receive a cutting remark, don’t fire back. If you do the 
skirmish will turn into full blown war.  
 
At first it’s fun shooting back, but in the end you will both die if you do. 
Instead, quietly and inwardly, talk to Jesus and give Him your pain. 
Ask Him to soothe it and not let the word stick. Ask Him for His love in 
knowing how to respond. 
 
Also ask Jesus to help you put your gun back in the holster. 
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Battle at the Sea of 
Darkness 

  
 
WHAT: K.O.G. (Kingdom of God ) Naval Carrier Group 
 
WHERE: Sea of Darkness 
 
"Battle Stations! Incoming!" 
  
Enemy planes were coming in low. Radar had not detected them. The 
first awareness of the enemy was visual.  Multiple missiles released 
from the planes were flying 20 feet above the water straight towards 
the aircraft carrier. 
  
"Helps Squadron get those planes on the deck. Prayer Pilots get them 
in the air. Now! We need to see what is going on and fight back," the 
Captain ordered! 
  
Boom! The explosion was deafening. The missile hit the aircraft 
carrier. It did not penetrate the hull but it caused internal damage. 
  
"Under attack," the Captain relayed to the Group's destroyer ship. 
  
The destroyer swung into action with the Apostolic Officers pounding 
the enemy with words that broached their external defenses. The 
Prophetic Officers started declaring the light of God to come down 
from the heavens and pierce the darkness.  
  
The night lit up like it was daytime. The enemy was now exposed. The 
Teachers Squadron could now target the planes with large caliber 
truth guns. 
  
Boom! A second missile hit the aircraft carrier ripping a hole in the 
hull. Luckily, it was above the water line so the ship did not take on 
water but many soldiers were injured. 
  
"Hospital! Incoming! Wounded!"  
  
Pastors rolled the wounded to the Hospital and the Body Battalion 
sailors started triage and laying hands on the sick bringing health.  
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The emotionally traumatized were quickly identified and sent to the 
Psuche (soul) Specialists. They started sewing up the rips in each 
sailor's soul. They honed in on the problem quickly before despair set 
in. 
  
Mercy Medics manned the recovery room. They insured that the 
wounded took music injections being dispensed by the Worshiping 
Warriors. Tranquility and rest soon followed. 
  
The ship was a madhouse of activity, but the sailors’ years of training 
showed, as everyone knew exactly what to do. 
  
"Ready yourself! Water mines!" 
  
Boom! Boom! Explosions occurred all around them. The aircraft 
carrier started swaying. 
  
The Captain's radar showed that all of the aircraft were in the air. The 
Evangelist Emissaries were pulling enemy wounded from the water. 
They were now fully engaging the enemy and fighting back.  
  

"We are not building a church as you presuppose, but an Army." - 
Craig Cooper 
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The Silent Spiritual 
Killer 

 
 
LOCATION: The Outer Edges of Heaven 
 
TIME: 3 am Sunday Morning 
 
“EMERGENCY!”  
 
The red light was flashing and the siren was wailing. The doctor 
jumped from his hospital bed where he was trying to catch a few 
minutes rest and rushed to the emergency room. It had been a busy 
night but most of the incoming patients had only had minor cuts and 
bruises. This was the first real emergency.  
 
The angels, Gillian and Joel (Hebrews 1:14), were bringing a saint in 
under the highest priority code. The saint had already entered into a 
spiritual coma and it was feared he may be dead on arrival. The 
doctor prepared himself and his equipment for the worst. He knew 
there had been an outbreak of fighting in the western sector. What 
was about to arrive he could only imagine. 
 
The fluttering of the angels’ wings was heard on the hospital roof. The 
orderlies rushed the incoming stretcher to the operating room. As it 
was rolled through the double doors a visible gasp could be heard 
from the medical staff. The saint was almost unrecognizable. He had 
suffered dearly under the enemy’s attack. He had deep gashes and 
punctures around the heart surrounded by black burn marks. 
 
The doctor, in bewilderment, asked Gillian, “How did this happen? 
Wasn’t he under your care?” 
 
Gillian was so shook up that Joel had to answer. “We tried our best! 
The Holy Spirit was trying to get through too.” Their blackened shields 
and burnt wings attested to the truth of their effort.  
 
The doctor waved his hand to quiet Joel. Enough had been said. This 
scenario was all too familiar to him, heart attack cases were growing 
by the day. 
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The heart monitor loudly protested, “BEEP--BEEP—BEEP”. The 
doctor quickly turned his head to the monitor and saw that the saint’s 
heart was going into a seizure.  The life in it was literally being 
squeezed out by a foreign object.  
 
This scenario was all too familiar too. The saint’s heart had grown 
weak following after loves other than the Fathers’. He had allowed the 
cares of this life to wrap themselves around his heart like black 
strings. The gradual process had now completed its course. 
 
“Emergency surgery must be done now”, yelled the doctor. “His only 
hope is the mercy scalpel of God to cut the parasites away from his 
heart.” 
 
LOCATION: Spiritual Recovery Room 
 
TIME: 7am Sunday Morning 
 
“He will make it and have the opportunity again to become a strong 
Christian,” Gillian told Joel, “if he follows through on the therapy.” 
 
“And what will that be,” Joel inquired? 
 

“Above all else, guard your affections. For they influence everything 
else in your life.” Proverbs 4:23 TLB 
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What Have We Come Too? 
 
 
Crying in his arms she said, “I’ve got something to tell you.” She then 
broke out in uncontrollable sobs for several minutes. 
 
He spoke softly, “It’s alright dear, you can tell me. You know that I 
love you and want only the best for you.” 
 
This made her cry all the more. After several long minutes she 
managed a few choking words, “You will never love me after today.”  
 
Being caught by surprise and not sure what was coming next he 
responded, “Nothing will ever separate us. I am eagerly awaiting our 
coming marriage. Please tell me what is bothering you.” 
 
She asked him to sit down and then proceeded to tell her secret, “My 
period didn’t come this month.”  
 
Partly relieved, thinking something worse must be going on, he 
jumped in, “Are you sick? Do you need to go to a doctor?” 
 
She was now more concerned for him than herself, “No, it’s nothing 
like that. I took a test this morning and it was positive.” 
 
“What kind of test? What do you mean?” 
 
She was starting to become aggravated now because her hints were 
not working. Choking back her tears, she finally blurted it out, risking 
everything, “I’m pregnant!” 
 
The words hit the air and met total silence. She was afraid that she 
had just ruined all she had ever desired. She had been engaged to 
this wonderful man for one year. He owned his own construction 
company and was doing well. He would provide a good living for 
them. He had lavished her with praises and gifts. She loved him and 
wanted to be his wife. Now it was all at risk. 
 
She would not look at him. She buried her face in her hands and softly 
sobbed. She noticed that he removed his hands from her shoulders. If 
she had looked up, she would have seen pain etched in his eyes. 
Bewilderment and betrayal was branded across his brow. She did not 
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say a word, but just sobbed. She was not sure if life or death awaited 
her in his next words.  
 
After a long few seconds, he said, “Who? When? I have always 
treated you with respect. How could you do something like this?” His 
deep hurt showed in the tone of his voice. 
 
He paused and waited for her response. He was hurt too much to say 
anything else.  
 
With her face buried in her hand, she said, “but I don’t know how it 
happened! I love you and I don’t want this to stand in the way of our 
marriage. I tell you I don’t know how it happened!” 
 
“You don’t know how it happened? Be realistic, I’m not an idiot! If I 
marry you, my name and my family’s name will be disgraced. It’s a 
no-win situation. My friends at church will think we have slept together 
before marriage. I will be disqualified from my lay position. If I tell 
them I didn’t get you pregnant, you will be accused of being loose and 
your reputation ruined.” 
 
Struggling against great emotion she said, “I love you. I don’t know 
how it happened. It is the truth.”  
 
With patience all gone, he angrily said, “I love you, but I will not go 
through this disgrace. If you want this wedding to happen, you will 
have to get an abortion before anyone finds out.” 
 
Her crying stopped along with her heart. She couldn’t believe her 
ears. She slowly looked up at him. She had been raised in the Word 
of God with the utmost respect for life. She could not believe this was 
the same man she deeply loved and respected. 
 
“I can’t do that. This is a life inside of me.” 
 
He retorted, “listen, you have just finished school with a good degree. 
My dad’s associate has offered you a great job. This could jeopardize 
all of that! Think of yourself and your future happiness. A child at this 
time will bog us both down.” 
 
With a new found strength she replied, “I don’t know how this could 
have happened, but I know this child is special.” 
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Quickly, he verbally moved in, “I wish you would stop this nonsense 
talk, ‘I don’t know how it happened stuff’. Don’t bring it up again. I 
don’t want to know who the father of this child is. You don’t want to 
bring a child into the world under these circumstances. A child should 
be wanted by both parents. What quality of life would they have?” 
 
The arguments and responses went back and forth all evening. He 
refused to budge on his requirement that she get an abortion. She 
grew in her resolve to die to her long held desires rather than commit 
a greater evil. 
 
He finally drew the line with one last statement, “Mary, you get an 
abortion or the wedding is off!” 
 
With death in her soul, she responded, “Joseph, I will not do it. I 
cannot do it. I am a virgin. I don’t know how this has happened. God 
has even given me a name for the child of Jesus.” 
 
…What if the virgin birth had happened after the 1973 USA decision 

legalizing abortion? 
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Down, Down, Down… 
 
 
“Oh No! It’s happening again!” 
 
“I can’t do it this time. I will never make it out. I can’t take the trip 
downward again! I almost didn’t come back up last time. What if I 
don’t get out this time? What if I stay down forever? What will happen 
to my family, my job? What will my friends think?” 
 
“It hasn’t been that long since I made the trip before. Why can’t it just 
go away and stop dragging me down?” 
 
“It’s just like last time but more intense. It’s coming at me and pressing 
in.” 
 
“Oh my God please save me!” 
 
“I hear my friends telling me not to give in but their voices are dimming 
as I go down. It won’t be long till I will not be able to hear them any 
longer.” 
 
I turn to see the door of my dark soul opening. It is a cave that is dark 
and foreboding. It’s mouth is mocking me, inviting me sarcastically to 
enter a place that it knows I do not enjoy. Before I could turn away I 
am walking down the hard corridor bumping into the walls with my 
spirit.  
 
As I step through the door of my soul’s cave my vision narrows to a 
few feet. A chilling, cold wind blows across me from seemingly miles 
beneath my feet from dark places that I have yet to explore. As my 
eyes adjust to the low light I see a spiraling staircase carved out of 
stone making its way downward to places that provide only torment. I 
feel the hardness of the first stone step up into my back as painful 
memories flood my mind. “God,” I whimper, “why is this happening to 
me again? Please make it stop.” 
 
Descending the staircase I go round and round downward and my 
twin friends of loneliness and hopelessness grip my heart. They come 
flooding up into my lungs like water filling a pool drowning me of all 
life. I can no longer hear my friends, reality, or hope. Something 
destructive keeps pulling me towards it. I am now surrounded by total 
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darkness and have to direct my path with my hands against the wall 
while my feet search for the steps. But I keep going down and I am 
powerless to stop it. Constantly I feel like I might fall and then I would 
not know which way would be up. 
 
Something is drawing me with malice and anger. Though I feel no 
human presence its voice is real and cruel: “You are worth 
nothing…You are going insane…You have no hope, only death and 
heartache awaits you. There is no hope from your situation.” 
 
In my soul I crumple to the floor crying out for deliverance.  
 
In my body I fall into my bed hoping for sleep that will erase the 
drowning. For in sleep is the only place I find temporary relief from this 
cave called Depression.  
 
As my body falls asleep, I enter a dream. At least I think it is a dream, 
maybe it is more. I see Jesus approaching me. Maybe it is a God 
dream. He speaks to me, “Son, you will never be delivered from 
depression by looking inward. You must turn your eyes upward 
towards the cave entrance and look for me. Your soul is a never-
ending staircase that leads to destruction. Introspection will only take 
you deeper. You must stop looking downward into the pit and look 
upwards toward me.” 
 
I am suddenly awake in my bed. Was that God? Was that my 
imagination? Will that work? Pills and other sedations haven’t worked. 
Is that my cure for depression? 
 
I turn the eyes of my soul upward and start looking for Jesus and 
whisper under my breath, “Jesus, I need you.” 
 
As I sit up in the bed I feel myself walking back up again the spiral 
staircase. “Just keep my eyes upward I repeat to myself. Just keep 
my eyes upward.” 
 
Written for everyone who suffers from depression. Always look 
upward.  
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What Resurrection? 
 
 
“My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” The words were 
heard across the entire hillside and caused everyone that heard it to 
pause in their footsteps. Everyone’s attention was turned to the body 
of flesh hanging on a tool of death called the cross. They watched as 
Jesus passed from life unto death. 
 
FOUR DAYS LATER AT JESUS’ TOMB: 
 
“Get out of here, you Jesus disciples. You are not welcome here. 
Leave now. You’re disturbing my guards. You already said that He 
was supposed to have risen from His tomb yesterday – the third day. 
He was a liar, can’t you see that? He was no different than you and I, 
except you played the fool,” barked the Captain. 
 
The disciples walked away in bewilderment for the second day in a 
row, trying to understand how they possibly could have been so 
deceived. He seemed like a god when He was alive. But He wasn’t; 
the tomb door hadn’t moved as He promised. 
 
That night depression settled in on every disciple. Each one hung his 
head in disappointment. They had wanted with all of their hearts to 
see Jesus’ words come true. They should have been waiting for a 
visitation from what Jesus called the Helper1. They had believed 
Jesus when He said greater miracles shall you do than you have seen 
me do2. Their heartbreak at not being able to experience any of these 
things could not be concealed3. Around midnight, each person walked 
out into the night in silence to separate parts of Jerusalem, never to 
speak to each other again. 
 
READER YOU HAVE BEEN LIED TO IN YOUR HISTORY BOOKS!  
 
Jesus never rose again from the dead. The following corrects the lies 
of history you have been told: 
 
Date 306 AD - Istanbul: Emperor Constantine declared that the 
official religion of the Roman Empire would be goddess worship. This 
corrects the lie that it was Christianity. Christianity died within a week 
of Jesus’ birth. The Catholic, Orthodox, Anglican, and all Protestant 
Churches were never started. 
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Date 1492 – Portugal: Christopher Columbus is a poor fisherman. He 
did not discover America, because there was no personal god to give 
him a vision.  
 
Date 1517 – Germany: Martin Luther spent his life in a monastery – 
eastern mysticism monastery. His days were filled with mantras and 
chants. Started the reformation? Are you kidding? What a lie. He 
didn’t even know what the New Testament was since it was never 
written. 
 
Date 1776 AD – Philadephia, PA:  Philadephia is the capital of one 
of 15 individual countries in North America. There is no United States 
of America. All 15 all run by dictators. There is no democracy.  You 
cannot have a democracy unless individuals are given worth. You 
were told that Christianity gave you this. But what is Christianity? 
There was never a document called the Constitution outlining equal 
rights. There is no concept of equal rights. There was a man named 
Jesus who lived for 3 years who talked about it, but no one remember. 
This explains why society today in the West is built on class structures 
and abject poverty. 
 

“…if Christ has not been raised, our preaching is useless and so is 
your faith4” 

 
1- John 16:7 
2  John 14:12 
3 John 10:10 
4 1 Corinthians 15:14 
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Who Are These Children 
 
His voice boomed across the courtroom, “Alfonso, do you have 
anything else to say on your behalf before you are sentenced?” 
 
Alfonso looked around at all the children that surrounded him at the 
front of the courtroom. There were tens of thousands and more were 
coming. 
 
“No, my Lord. I didn’t realize real people would be affected by my 
decision. But who are these children?” 
 
The judge’s gavel pounded on the desk, “I will give you your sentence 
at the end of the day. You’re dismissed. Bring in the next defendant.” 
 
Alfonso, one of the most powerful politicians in his country left 
followed by tens of thousands of children. 
 
As the next defendant stood before the judge hundreds of children 
came in from the side door and stood with him. 
 
“Andre, you stand accused. Do you have anything else to say on your 
behalf before you are sentenced?” 
 
Andre said, “No, my Lord. If I could do it over I would change 
everything. I knew what I was doing involved real lives but I wouldn’t 
admit it. But who are these children?” 
 
The judge’s gavel pounded on the desk, “I will give you your sentence 
at the end of the day. You’re dismissed. Bring in the next defendant.” 
 
Andre, one of the wealthiest doctors in his country left the courtroom 
followed by hundreds of children. 
 
Alexander entered the courtroom with his head hung low. As he did 
eight children came in from the side doors and stood around him. 
 
“Alexander, you stand accused. Do you have anything else to say on 
your behalf before you are sentenced?” 
 
Alexander with his head low said, “No, my Lord. I just wanted to have 
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fun. I didn’t realize my actions affected other lives. But who are these 
children?” 
 
The judge’s gavel pounded on the desk, “I will give you your sentence 
at the end of the day. You’re dismissed. Bring in the next defendant.” 
 
Alexander, a young attractive middle class man left the courtroom 
followed by 8 children. 
 
 
----------- 
 
 
As the day came to a close, the Judge said to the security officer, 
bring in the defendants. 
 
Alfonso, Andre, and Alexander were brought in and stood before the 
Judge’s bench. Alfonso was surrounded by thousands of children, 
hundreds surrounded Andre, and eight surrounded Alexander. In fact, 
most of the children had to stand outside because the courtroom was 
too small. 
 
The Judge looked at the three defendants. You are here because you 
have committed murder. You did not know until now the extent of your 
crimes. 
 
“Alfonso, look around at all these children. They are the ones you 
murdered.” 
 
Alfonso looked around in dismay. He knew he had committed crimes 
but not murder, and surely not these thousands of murders.  
 
“He stammered, I know I was a corrupt politician but I never 
committed murder Judge.” 
 
“Tell that to these children you killed,” the Judge said. 
 
“But...” 
 
“You were the originator of a law in your country that legalized 
abortion. These are the children that have been aborted since that law 
was passed last year in your country. You died unexpectedly this 
year. I knew you would never undo that law so I brought you here 
early. That was my grace so that more blood would not be on your 
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hands.” 
 
“But...but...” 
 
The Judge turned his attention to Andre, “Andre, …” 
 
Andre interrupted, “I know, I know, I know I overcharged my clients 
and it was wrong. Please have mercy on me.” 
 
“Andre, you think you are here for your greed and you are right in a 
different way than you know. Your desire for money caused all these 
hundreds of children to be aborted in your clinic. It was easy money 
for you but it was hard on these children,” the Judge said. 
 
The Judge looked around at all three defendants; “these children are 
all here to witness justice being done.” 
 
Alexander starting sobbing loudly, he knew he was next and his 
emotions were quickly getting out of control. Tears ran down his 
cheeks so that he could hardly even see. He spoke before the Judge 
acknowledged him. 
 
Alexander interrupted the courtroom proceedings, “I understand what 
happened now. I am so sorry. I am so sorry!” 
 
Alexander turned towards the 8 children that were around him and 
said directly to them, “I was only wanting to have fun with my girl 
friend. I didn’t realize that her abortions because of me were killing my 
sons and daughters. I am so sorry.” 
 
Alexander fell to the floor and wept uncontrollably. The Judge was 
never able to address Alexander directly again because of his crying. 
 
The Judge stood up. None of the regulars in the courtroom had ever 
seen this before. As he stood up the defendant’s eyes were drawn to 
the nameplate on the judge’s bench. It said ‘Jesus - King of Kings and 
Lord of Lords’. 
 
Jesus looked at each of the defendants. He was not mad or vengeful. 
Instead he was sad. 
 
“Your ignorance is no excuse. You chose other things instead of the 
right things. There was a way around your crimes if you had taken it.” 
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At that moment, Jesus moved his hands that were in a clasp behind 
his back and spread them wide at his sides with his palms out. The 
nail scars in his hands were visible to everyone in the courtroom. 
 
“Unfortunately, your concerns eclipsed what should have been your 
main concern,” Jesus said. 
 

Jesus continued to look at the defendants with love, mercy, and 
compassion. Alfonso stood perplexed, Andre stood slightly defiant, 
and Alexander could not stand at all. None of them could look Jesus 
in the eyes. 

 

“Today is the end time judgment and I sentence you as murderers. 
Since you are not covered by my salvation your punishment is 
spiritual death in the eternal lake of fire.” 

 

There was a long pause, “I wanted to know you and now it will never 
happen. You are dismissed.” 
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Take The Light 
 
 
The sun had long ago set. Darkness had fallen and the touch of dew 
was on my face. The moonless night cast its blackness across the 
land. Moms, dads, and kids had been asleep for several hours. My 
digital watch beeped twice notifying me it was 2 am. I resented the 
intrusion upon my peace as I admired the beauty of the city resting in 
the valley below. I had for many years prayed to see the world as God 
sees it, to let my eyes be extensions of His eyes. Since then He had 
shown me much beauty, much love, much orderliness, much creativity 
in our walks together. But tonight He let me see what sin had done to 
His creation. 
 
My eyes were guided to details in the valley that I hadn’t noticed 
before. He showed me the part of creation that He was the most 
proud of – that sixth-day miracle – people. People were the height of 
His creation. 
 
I saw a drinking bar where a heavy door with a thick pane of glass 
swung open and saw a man named Robert come staggering out. The 
smell of beer came with him as he fell over his feet trying to find his 
keys. The blackness of the night seemed pale in comparison to the 
darkness around him. The prince of darkness had him firmly in his 
grip. Demonic spirits hung around him so thickly that all spiritual 
understanding and insight were gone. 
 
“God,” I cried out, “how can this be? Robert is the president of our 
company. He seems to have it all together!” The Lord spoke softly to 
me, “the darkness surrounds him even in the day, and he hurts 
because he is not fulfilled without me. Son, he needs the Light.” 
 
My teary eyes were drawn across town to a beautiful ranch house. 
The lights were out and everyone seemed to be asleep. Before I had 
time to consider what I was seeing, my eyes were drawn to the den 
where I saw the mother of three slouched on the couch. At first I 
thought she was praying. But the sobbing sounds told me differently. 
Her heart was breaking for she had just discovered that her husband 
had another woman in his life. I watched and cried as the devil’s 
soldiers gleefully tormented the woman. Darkness of the worst kind, 
spiritual darkness, filled the house. I heard God say quietly, “She 
needs the Light.” 
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The next scene was one of gaiety and joy. The Prom was just 
finishing up and everyone was leaving. As the gym lights were turned 
out my eyes fixed upon a girl in the corner of the yard. Puzzlement 
quickly filled my mind as her hands were pushing pills down her throat 
to end her life. 
 
“Why, Lord? You must stop her now,” I pleaded! God crying said, 
“She told her boyfriend that she is pregnant. He dumped her tonight 
for someone else.”  
 
I could see the cohorts of hell weaving their despair and darkness 
upon her. The Lord’s words echoed in my ears, “She needs the Light.” 
 
The ability to see into people’s lives stopped and I was back on the hill 
top looking at the city again. I cried, “No, Lord, bring them to the Light! 
Bring them to Church!” Instantly I saw lights piercing the darkness. 
They were the lights of the churches in the city. 
 
Praise the Lord! The darkness will be removed I thought! But quickly 
the Lord arrested my jubilation and reminded me that these lights had 
been there for some time. 
 
God spoke His last words of the night to me, “Son, the Light does not 
clear away the darkness of the city when contained inside the church 
walls. You must take the Light to the people. You must show love and 
kindness to my people. They are too much in darkness to come to the 
Church. As Jesus took the Light to you take Jesus to them. Be a 
loving help wherever you can and share Jesus whenever you get a 
chance. Your love and concern will be what gives them hope! Then 
they can come inside the Church.” 

“You are the light of the world.” Matthew 5:14 
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